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Authors say results suggest that the addition of condition-specific
educational materials supports further improvement in patientcentred care.
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No statistically significant changes in patient-based outcomes due
to the training interventions were found.



The provision of more time and a protected environment for
consultations led to improvement in confidence in decisions –

practices

leading to the expectation that people were more likely to adhere
to chosen treatments.


Training in SDM had a negative impact on pts satisfaction with
communication score but risk communication training had a
positive effect.



Patients’ confidence in the decision (2.1 increase, 95% CI 0.7–3.5,
P 0.01) and expectation to adhere to chosen treatments (0.7
increase, 95% CI 0.04–1.36, P 0.05) were significantly greater
among patients seen in the research clinics (when more time was
available).



Training in SDM improved GPs SDM skills as measured on the
option scale.



Pt outcomes deteriorated at follow up - suggesting general but
short lived benefit from consultations.
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‘We found interactive skills training workshops based on a shared

Role play based training, which emphasised practical skills,
worked better than theory heavy presentations.



Training challenged embedded attitudes.



Clinical teams need support to review current practice, to build a
shared understanding of how shared decision making differs from
their current practice.



Visible organisational buy-in and support are essential. During the
MAGIC programme, key organisational leaders showed clinicians
that shared decision making was an important organisational
priority to drive improvement.
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Trained GPs exhibited less paternalistic decision making but did

The trained physicians spent significantly more time on the intake

15.8 vs 13.1 minutes (trained vs untrained).
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MDT meetings focused on pathology rather than pt.
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health and social care needs and
the factors that shape these
processes.
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If clinicians are trained to involve patients in SDM, once established
within their working practice, they may continue to incorporate it.

To determine the preferred
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adult patients regarding elective

health care decision

hand surgery and whether it varied



according to demographics, health
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Returning pts significantly more likely to prefer shared decision
making.



62% wanted more information before the appointment.



Suggest that brief decision support intervention may act as a
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New systems are needed to appropriately reward patient centred
practice.
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